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ABSTRACT
Introduction: To compare the safety and efficacy of Harmonic scalpel (HS) and Plasmakinetic (PK) sealer in
achieving safe closure of the cystic ducts ex–vivo after the laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Materials and Methods: In this prospective study, 90 patients with symptomatic gallstone disease were
operated using laparoscopic technic. Then gallbladders were divided into three groups (n=30). In all groups,
gallbladders were removed with surgical clips. After the gallbladders removed, in first group, cystic ducts
remain clipped (SC). In second and third groups, cystic ducts were sealed with HS and PK distally after
the surgical clips removed. Then, twenty–gauge catheters were applied to fundic part of gallbladder and
gallbladders filled with saline. An increasing pressure was applied through a sphygmomanometer. Bursting
pressures were measured using invasive arterial blood pressure measurement device and measured systolic pressures were accepted bursting pressure. After bursting pressures were measured in three groups,
results were written down to the SPSS table. Differences between HSvsSC, HSvsPK and SCvsPK groups
were calculated using paired–samples t–test.
Results: In this study, the mean cystic duct bursting pressures were 332.46±4.62 mm Hg with SC, 326.56±4.53
mmHg with PK and 343.06±4.28 mm Hg with HS. Differences in the mean cystic duct bursting pressures between HS vs. SC and HS vs. PK groups were indicated HS’s superiority (p=0.046 and p=0.026, respectively).
On the contrary, SC vs. PK group was not indicated PK’s advantage; however, PK was found safely as much
as SC.
Conclusion: HS and PK sealer could be an alternative and safe method for cystic duct closure, avoiding the
clip displacement and migration of the clip. Single device usage was one of the most important advantages
of this technique. Thus, intraabdominal organ injuries will be lessened.
Keywords: Closure; cystic duct; energy devices.

Introduction
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) is the gold standard
surgical method for the treatment of gallstones.[1, 2] In laparoscopic cholecystectomy, cystic duct and artery are

secured with surgical clips (SC). Intracorporeal ligation
is usually superior to extracorporeal knotting. Most studies describe separate and multiple ligations of cystic duct
and artery, which are viewed as technically demanding
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and time consuming. The widely used method for the
closure of the cystic duct and artery is titanium SC.[3, 4] SC
closure seems to be the safest method, but it has some
disadvantages like; leakage due to clip displacement, fall
from the applicator and migration to the biliary duct or
duodenum.[5–7] Therefore, some other techniques are described such as suture ligation, Harmonic Scalpel (HS),
LigaSure and Plasma Kinetic (PK) sealer to close the cystic
duct and artery.[8–10] Although laparoscopic cystectomy is
a safe method, complications related to the devices and
techniques used have been reported.[11, 12] With the technological developments, many sealing devices have become
available in laparoscopy.
PK (Gyrus, Minneapolis, MN) is a bipolar energy source
used to cover veins smaller than 5 mm.[13] This bipolar
electrosurgical device uses plasma kinetic technology to
deliver a high current and very low voltage to the tissue.
The vessel is sealed by denaturing the protein within the
vessel walls, forming a coagulum which occludes the lumen.[14] A blade can be manually deployed through the
forceps to transect tissue.
The HS (Ethicon, Cincinnati, OH) is a high frequency ultrasonic transducer. The active titanium blade vibrates at
55.000 cycles per second. The resulting mechanical energy causes a breakdown of protein in tissues which creates a coagulum. Vessel and tissue sealing is dependent
on the power setting as well as the pressure exerted, the
formation of the coagulum and tissue tension. The active
blade of the HS can also be used as a knife. Harmonic
Scalpel is FDA approved to seal vessels up to 5 mm.[15]

and the standard cholecystectomy was performed and the
sac was taken out from the body. Those without any perforation or damage in the gallbladder and with cystic duct
diameter lower than 5 mm were divided into 3 groups in
a row. In Group 1, the cystic duct was closed with a single
titanium SC; in Group 2, the cystic duct titanium clip was
removed and sealed with PK. In Group 3, the cystic channel
titanium clip was removed and sealed with HS. The sealing
level with HS was low energy level (Level 2) and PK sealing level was also low energy level (Vapor pulse 3=35W).
Then, 20-gauge iv cannula was placed in the fundus of the
gallbladder and drowned with 3/0 silk suture to prevent
leakage. Subsequently, the iv cannula was connected to the
invasive arterial pressure measurement monitor via a 3-way
tap and filled with saline until the sac wall was stretched.
Then the sphygmomanometer was attached around the
gallbladder and the pressure inside the gallbladder was
gradually increased (Fig. 1). In all three groups, the last
pressure value before the cystic duct was opened and
the pressure followed simultaneously on the monitor decreased, was recorded as bursting pressure. Than, the
bursting pressures of Groups were compared to each other.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 10.0 version
(SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). Comparison between groups
was done using paired-sample t-test.

Materials and Methods
In this prospective ex-vivo study, ninety patients undergoing elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy were included
after the approval of Abdurrahman Yurtaslan Onkoloji
local ethics committee. Perforated and unintact sacs,
gallstones impacted in cystic duct, history of cholecystitis
and previous abdominal surgery were used as study exclusion criteria. Demographic data of the patient and the
operation were recorded for statistical evaluation.
Surgical Technique
Laparoscopically, cystic artery and cystic canal were visualized by dissection of Calot triangle. Subsequently, the cystic artery and cystic canal were closed with single titanium
clips from the proximal and distal part. Subsequently, the
gallbladder was removed from the sac bed by dissection
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Figure 1. Equipment used for the study.
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Results
A total of 90 patients were operated on in this study. None
of the patients included in the study had complications or
injuries in the gallbladder. There was no statistical difference in demographic data such as age and gender among
the patients.
Bursting pressures in the three groups included in the
study were higher than the normal contraction pressure
of the gallbladder. The mean cystic duct bursting pressures were 332.46±4.62 mmHg in SC group, 326.56±4.53
mmHg in PK group and 343.06±4.28 mmHg in HS group
(Table 1). Compared to SC group; PK group appears to be
as effective as surgical clips used as a standard method
for cystic duct closure. However, when evaluated in terms
of bursting pressures, superiority to surgical clips was
not detected. In the HS group in which the cystic canal
was closed with an ultrasonic dissector, the average burst
pressures determined were higher than the SC group and
this was found statistically significant (p=0.046). In comparison to groups PK and HS among themselves in terms
of cystic canal burst pressures; In the group whose cystic
duct was closed with HS, the bursting pressures were significantly higher than the group covered with the cystic
duct PK (p=0.026) (Table 2).

Discussion
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the gold standard technique in general surgery practice instead of open surgery.[1,
2]
However, there are difficulties and complications related
to the surgical instruments used in this technique. The
most important stage of this surgery is the closure of the
cystic duct. Surgical clips are the most commonly used surgical instruments for closing the cystic duct.[16] Although SC
are very safe, serious complications, such as bile leakage,
can occur in cases where the clips displacement or open.[17]
Alternatively, sutures and sealer surgical instruments
can be used to close the biliary tract. These devices used

Table 2. Comparison of cystic duct bursting pressures
between groups
Groups		Bursting pressures		
			 (mmHg)
		
Group 1-3
SC
HS
Group 2-3
PK
HS
Group 1-2
SC
PK

Mean		

p

SD

332.46		
343.06		

4.62
4.28

0.046

326.56		
343.06		

4.53
4.28

0.026

332.46		
326.56		

4.62
4.53

0.338

SD: Standard deviation.

in sealing are also used in dissection and use monopolar, bipolar and ultrasonic energy sources.[18–20] Monopolar dissectors are the oldest instruments used since the
beginning of laparoscopy. The main disadvantage of
monopolar energy sources is the uncontrolled spread of
energy throughout the body. Serious complications such
as biliary leak, biliary fistula, and stenosis may occur as a
result of electrothermal damage due to this uncontrolled
spread and cannot use for cystic duct closure.[11, 12]
PK is a 5mm diameter bipolar hand tool used frequently
in laparoscopy. There are no feedback sensors, so its application is made on visual basis. The most important disadvantages of PK we use in our study are; lateral thermal
damage and jaws sticking to the tissue after hemostasis.[21]
Pietrow et al.[22] examined the effectiveness of PK in closing the renal vascular structures, they found the device
as effective as SC in this respect and used the 35W mode
(Vapor pulse 3) for sealing, similar to what we used in our
study. In our study, PK was found to be as effective as SC
in cystic canal closure. However, our study was ex vivo

Table 1. Cystic duct bursting pressures of the groups
Parameters		 Group 1 (SC)			 Group 2 (PK)			 Group 3 (HS)
		n=30			 n=30			n=30
Bursting pressure, mmHg
SD: Standard deviation.

Mean		 SD

Mean		

332.46		

326.56		

4.62

SD
4.53

Mean		
343.06		

SD
4.28
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and no histological examination in terms of the rate of
thermal damage is a limiting factor.
The HS is a surgical instrument used to simultaneously
cut and cauterize tissue. Ultrasonic energy is used in
HS where ultrasonic energy is converted to mechanical
energy at the active blade.[23] While the coagulation and
cutting temperatures of ultrasonic devices are 60–100 degrees, this temperature can increase to 150–200 degrees
in electrothermal devices.[24] The use of HS during dissection of the Calot triangle and dissection of the gallbladder
from the liver has also become quite common. Thus; Less
smoke formation during sealing, less gallbladder perforation and adjacent tissue damage, less post-operative pain
and postoperative drainage rates are reported.[20] Similar
to PK, since HS does not have biofeedback sensors, sealing is only done on visual ground. Matthews et al.[25] compared the effectiveness of HS, LigaSure and SC in cystic
canal sealing. As a result, they reported that LigaSure was
more successful ex vivo in sealing of cystic ducts, but in
an animal study in pigs, they failed sealing with HS and
LigaSure. Similar to our study, Foschi et al.[26] removed SC
after laparoscopic cholecystectomy and closed the cystic
canal with HS ex vivo. However, since they opened the
gallbladder and inserted a foley catheter, they obtained
lower burst pressures (168 +/- 47 mmHg) from our study
due to the disruption of the sac integrity. Westervelt et
al.[9] encountered no bile leakage with HS closure of the
cystic duct in their 100 patients cholecystectomy series.
In a similar study, Huscher et al.[27] sealed the cystic duct
with HS, they found the burst pressure 320 mmHg almost
similar to ours.
In our study HS was found as safe as SC and the worst
bursting pressures found in PK group. However, the mean
PK bursting pressures were higher than common bile duct
pressure and Oddi sphincter pressure. Although PK and
HS are expensive devices to seal the cystic channel, we
think that their use at dissection also increases the cost
effectiveness.
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